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_____________________________________________________________________________

1 Introduction

2 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met at the Administrative Office of the United

3 States Courts on October 29, 2019, and at the same time held a hearing on the proposal to amend

4 Rule 7.1 that was published last August. Draft minutes of the meeting are attached at Tab B.

5 The Committee has no action items to report. The report presents only information items.

6 Part I includes several information items that remain on the Committee agenda for

7 ongoing work. The first two reflect the work of the Social Security Disability Review

8 Subcommittee and the Multidistrict Litigation Subcommittee.

9 Further ongoing subjects include two matters addressed in the Civil Rules report to the

10 Standing Committee last June: (1) service by the U.S. Marshals Service for an in forma pauperis

11 plaintiff; and (2) the effect of consolidating originally independent actions on finality for appeal.
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12 A new subject that will carry forward on the Civil Rules agenda is reconsideration of the

13 deadline for electronic filing. This subject is being considered by a joint committee representing

14 the Appellate, Bankruptcy, Civil, and Criminal Rules Committees.

15 Another new subject added to the agenda is whether to amend Rule 12(a)(2) and possibly

16 (3) to include recognition of statutes that set different filing times. Rule 12(a)(1) includes such an

17 exception.

18 Part II briefly describes other topics that were considered and removed from the agenda.

19 I. Information Items

20 A. Social Security Review Actions

21 Introduction

22 The Social Security Review Subcommittee was appointed to consider a proposal that

23 Enabling Act rules should be adopted to govern district court review of Social Security

24 Administration decisions under 28 U.S.C. § 405(g). A brief reminder of the origins of this project

25 is provided below.

26 The subcommittee and committee believe that the time has come to confront, if not to

27 entirely resolve, the question whether this project should be pursued to the point of polishing

28 proposed rule text for publication. The subcommittee has worked diligently for two years,

29 gathering information from many sources. Regular conversations have been had with

30 representatives of the Social Security Administration, the National Organization of Social

31 Security Claimants Representatives, and the American Association for Justice. A meeting with

32 representatives of those groups and of the Administrative Conference of the United States was

33 held at the beginning of the work, and a similar meeting was held last June. The Department of

34 Justice has been consulted and has provided its views. Advice has been gathered from

35 representative magistrate judges, and further advice is likely to be sought from them. Further

36 insight is provided by experience in districts that have local rules similar to the subcommittee

37 drafts.

38 All of this work has led the subcommittee to believe that it has learned about as much as

39 can presently be learned from experts who are closely engaged with social security review

40 actions. Current rules drafts can be refined further and polished, but the core is likely to remain.

41 Before undertaking that work, it is important to engage in a searching discussion of the

42 challenges that confront any proposal to adopt Enabling Act rules that focus on a specific area of

43 substantive law. The one word most often used to express these questions is found in the

44 tradition that the rules must be transsubstantive. The subcommittee and committee have grappled

45 repeatedly with the competing considerations that bear on these questions in the specific context
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46 of § 405(g) actions. Without reaching any final determination, the Committee has directed the

47 subcommittee to carry on with its work, looking both at a new rule or rules to be incorporated

48 directly into the body of the Civil Rules and at similar provisions framed as a new set of

49 Supplemental Rules.

50 This report seeks further discussion and advice on the transsubstantivity question. The

51 attached drafts illustrate alternative approaches to framing a new rule. One is framed as a new

52 Civil Rule 71.2. The other is framed as a new set of Supplemental Rules for 42 U.S.C. § 405(g)

53 Review Actions. Discussion of these drafts will be helpful if time allows, but the initial focus

54 should be on transsubstantivity.

55 The next section provides a reminder of the origins of this project. The following section

56 attempts to develop the general issues posed by transsubstantivity through exploring the issues

57 specific to § 405(g) social security review actions. 

58 This project serves modest ambitions. The goal is to determine whether uniform national

59 rules can be developed to meet the hopes of the Administrative Conference of the United States

60 and SSA for improved district-court procedures. Improved procedures in individual review

61 actions might, by reducing burdens on SSA’s legal staff, achieve some quite modest

62 opportunities to improve SSA’s administrative procedures. But no one believes that a better

63 judicial review process will have any significant effect on the problems that beset administrative

64 review of individual claims. The volume of claims that reach the administrative law judge stage

65 is staggering. The corps of administrative law judges is designed to handle a far smaller number

66 of claims. One consequence is that the rate of judicial remands for further administrative

67 proceedings, although greatly variable, runs from a bottom range that seems high to a top range

68 that is truly troubling. Amelioration of these problems must be sought elsewhere, not in the Civil

69 Rules. That said, whatever prospect there may be that improved district court procedures could

70 reduce the burden on SSA attorneys, the subcommittee’s work has confirmed that the Civil Rules

71 may not provide the most effective framework for what is essentially appellate review of SSA

72 decisions.

73 The Background

74 The background that led to development of draft rules for § 405(g) social security review

75 cases can be summarized as follows:

76 At the end of 2016 the Administrative Conference of the United States recommended that

77 “the Judicial Conference of the United States develop special procedural rules for cases under the

78 Social Security Act in which an individual seeks district court review” under § 405(g). The

79 recommendation grew out of a detailed study of district-court practices, Jonah Gelbach & David

80 Marcus, A Study of Social Security Litigation in the Federal Courts (report to the Administrative

81 Conference)(July 28, 2016). The study showed wide variations in practice, and suggested that
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82 some local practices may not be as effective as others.

83 SSA has strongly supported the suggestion that uniform national rules should be adopted.

84 The recommendation that the Judicial Conference develop rules was assigned to the Civil

85 Rules Advisory Committee.

86 The draft rule reflects the fact that § 405(g) cases are appeals, not ordinary civil actions.

87 The case is usually decided on the administrative record, as it may be expanded on a remand for

88 further consideration. Although district courts entertain other forms of actions for review of

89 administrative action, often on an administrative record, Social Security cases are distinctive.

90 There are a great many of them, averaging between 17,000 and 18,000 actions a year, and

91 accounting for 7% to 8% of the federal civil docket. These features account for the early decision

92 to work on a rule aimed only at Social Security review, not a more general rule for district court

93 review of administrative actions.

94 The appellate character of Social Security review actions ordinarily displaces most of the

95 Civil Rules and affects the operation of others. The draft rule reflects this belief. Little purpose is

96 served by detailed pleading of the arguments that the record lacks substantial evidence to support

97 the Commissioner’s decision, or that the decision is wrong as a matter of law. Those arguments

98 are more efficiently and effectively developed in briefs. So too summary judgment, although

99 often used as a convenient vehicle for framing the arguments, may prove misleading. The

100 administrative record provides the basis for decision, not the procedures of Rule 56(c). If the

101 Commissioner’s decision meets the substantial evidence threshold, summary judgment is granted

102 even though the decision could go either way on the administrative record. And discovery is

103 almost never involved.

104 Drafting a potential rule, however, is complicated by the experience that in a small

105 fraction of § 405(g) cases there may be an occasion for discovery. It is even possible that a class

106 action may be framed that rests in part on § 405(g). Beyond those rare cases, a great many of the

107 Civil Rules remain important to govern such matters as filing, notices, docketing, motions, and

108 so on.

109 These competing considerations account for the basic applicability provision that

110 introduces draft Rule 71.2: “These rules govern * * *.” The Civil Rules apply, “except that in an

111 action that presents only an individual claim these procedures apply * * *.” This scope provision

112 is critical. The simplified, appeal-like procedures that follow will be all that is required for

113 efficient disposition of the vast majority of § 405(g) cases that present only a challenge to the

114 Commissioner’s final decision on the administrative record. The small number of cases that go

115 beyond this limit are governed by the general Civil Rules without regard to the special Social

116 Security review provisions. The scope provision in draft Supplemental Rule 1 does the same job,

117 in terms that may be easier to follow.
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118 A simplified complaint satisfies Rule 8(a), although a claimant who wishes to plead in

119 greater detail may do so. The administrative record and any Rule 8(c) affirmative defenses

120 constitute the answer. Rule 8(b) does not apply, relieving the Commissioner of the obligation to

121 respond to the allegations in the complaint, although here too the Commissioner is free to do so.

122 Service on the Commissioner is made by the court by transmitting a notice of electronic filing, a

123 practice that has been adopted in some districts with great success. Motion practice is similar to

124 general motion practice; many earlier drafts included separate provisions for motions to remand,

125 particularly “voluntary remands,” but in the end they seemed to accomplish nothing more than to

126 recite the three separate remand provisions found in sentences four and six of § 405(g).

127 In many ways the central feature of the draft rule is the subdivision (d) provision for

128 presenting the case through the briefs. That is how an appeal is effectively presented. Several

129 drafts required the claimant to file a motion for relief along with the opening brief, as a formal

130 way of framing the case and as a useful docket event. The current drafts omit the motion

131 requirement as unnecessary, relying on the brief alone to frame and explain the request for relief. 

132 It may be useful to note two proposals that were considered and eventually abandoned.

133 One would have set page limits for the briefs. The other would have ventured into the thicket of

134 motions for attorney fees. Page limits could be set readily enough, but it may be better to leave

135 that matter to local practice. The attorney-fee issues are complex, and there is a risk that rule text

136 might trespass beyond procedure into the realm of substance.

137 Transsubstantivity Concerns

138 The subcommittee does not believe that further work will significantly improve draft

139 Rule 71.2, either in overall approach or in detailed implementation. The alternative Supplemental

140 Rules draft will likely benefit from  additional style work, but the substance is meant to be the

141 same as Rule 71.2. That assumption sets the foundation for exploring the advantages of

142 establishing a uniform national practice for § 405(g) review cases in one form or the other. The

143 advantages must be weighed against the risks of adopting a rule (or rules)for a single substantive

144 subject.

145 Uniform national procedures are inherently important. Uniformity is the central purpose

146 of the Rules Enabling Act. Uniformity is why local rules must be consistent with national rules.

147 The Administrative Conference and SSA believe that additional practical reasons make it

148 important to establish a nationally uniform core procedure for § 405(g) review actions. At least

149 62 districts have local rules for social security review actions. Standing orders add to the variety,

150 and individual judges may have individual practices. This diversity of practices imposes

151 substantial costs on SSA, which points out that many lawyer years could be freed up by saving

152 even an average of one hour of SSA lawyer time in the 17,000 to 18,000 § 405(g) cases brought

153 to the district courts every year.
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154 The costs imposed by local practices are not limited to the need to remain current on a

155 wide range of diverse practices. Added costs arise from local practices that seem unproductive.

156 Nine districts, for example, require the claimant and SSA to produce a joint statement of facts, a

157 practice said to require a great deal of time and to yield little or no benefit for the parties. As

158 noted above, Rule 56 is often used to establish the framework for presenting the case for

159 decision. This practice can be beneficial if it is used to produce competing designations of the

160 parts of the administrative record that support the parties’ positions, much as designations of the

161 record are required in an appellate brief. But it can lead to confusion if other parts of Rule 56 are

162 invoked, and would lead to fundamental error if the summary-judgment standard for decision

163 were to displace the § 405(g) substantive evidence standard.

164 The arguments for a uniform national rule advanced by the Administrative Conference

165 and SSA deserve careful attention.

166 The counter arguments begin with a direct challenge to the need for uniformity in the

167 Civil Rules generally. The national rules are supplemented across the country by local rules,

168 standing orders, individual docket practices, and the like. A lawyer practicing across districts

169 must become familiar with the local practices and adhere to them. Wide differences in local

170 practices may reflect significant differences in local conditions. Claimants’ representatives make

171 this point specifically for social security review cases, and add a further argument that claimants

172 are better served by adhering to practices that please local judges. A judge who must discard

173 favored practices may be less efficient when forced to operate under a new national practice. And

174 local practices are hardy things — whether viewed as flowers or weeds, a new national rule may

175 trim them but will not eradicate them. Even with a uniform national rule, there will undoubtedly

176 be variations in local practice by rules or standing orders.

177 The entrenched tradition of transsubstantivity presents a more significant challenge to

178 using the Rules Enabling Act to establish a uniform national rule that applies only to social

179 security review actions. Section 2072(a) of Title 28 provides: “The Supreme Court shall have the

180 power to prescribe general rules of practice and procedure * * * for cases in the United States

181 district courts * * *.” Section 2072(b) admonishes: “Such rules shall not abridge, enlarge or

182 modify any substantive right.” Does a social-security-only rule qualify as a “general” rule?

183 Would it create an uncontrollable risk of abridging, enlarging, or modifying substantive rights

184 created by the Social Security Act?

185 Earlier discussions have looked for examples of substance-specific rules. Perhaps the

186 clearest example is Supplemental Rule G, which “governs a forfeiture action in rem arising from

187 a federal statute.” Rule 71.1 applies to “proceedings to condemn real and personal property by

188 eminent domain.” Rule 5.2 establishes limits on remote access to court files in social security and

189 immigration proceedings. These two Civil Rules, however, are narrow. Rule 5.2 does no more

190 than recognize the particular risks to privacy from electronic access to court records that include

191 intense amounts of personal individual information. Rule 71.1 qualifies the general rules only in
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192 specific and limited ways, and applies to condemnation actions under any statute that brings the

193 action to the district court. Supplemental Rules are established for admiralty and maritime cases,

194 § 2254 proceedings, and § 2255 proceedings. Like Supplemental Rule G, these rules govern

195 broadly, but all of them invoke the Civil Rules at least in part.

196 None of these examples conclusively answer concerns about the substance-specific

197 character of a social security review rule. The present draft, and any other draft that seems likely

198 to respond to the proponents’ arguments, is more intensely focused on a single substantive statute

199 than any of the analogies, with the possible exception of Supplemental Rule G. That focus

200 intensifies abstract concerns about the limits of a “general” rule of practice and procedure.

201 Practical interests add to doubts about developing a substance-specific rule. Two years of

202 hard work have demonstrated the many twists of social security law that must be reckoned with

203 in framing a rule. A proposal to include a procedure for seeking attorney fees for services in the

204 district court provides an example that has been omitted from the outset. Many misadventures

205 have been identified and set to rights. Many detailed provisions have been pared away, largely for

206 fear of substantive entanglement. What remains is modest. But it is difficult to be confident that

207 the subcommittee has been able to identify and adapt to all of the most important substantive

208 elements and to anticipate the procedures that best accommodate those elements. Expert advice

209 has been offered from many quarters, but risks remain.

210 At least one more concern gives pause. The competing interests affected by a narrow

211 substance-specific rule may be more clearly drawn than the interests affected by transsubstantive

212 rules. Any rule that is adopted may inadvertently favor one set of interests over another, and even

213 if it achieves a scrupulously neutral balance is likely to be perceived as the product of favoritism

214 by at least one, and perhaps all, sides. Many claimants in fact have opposed successive drafts

215 because they perceive that a rule would advance SSA interests. Indeed, at the outset this project

216 was urged in large part to address inefficiencies that impact SSA. And it may be wondered how

217 far it is appropriate to address through rulemaking SSA needs that arise from inadequate staffing

218 that results from inadequate funding.

219 A final concern is that adopting even one purely substance-specific rule will generate

220 increased pressures to adopt others. Arguments will be made that one or another substantive

221 areas presents needs for specific uniform rules as great as social security review, if not greater.

222 One breach makes it impossible to say such rules are never adopted. Resistance can be bolstered

223 by relying on the distinction between private interest groups seeking private advantage and an

224 important governmental institution that seeks better procedures for all parties. And the

225 Committees are constituted to resist such pressures, but informed resistance takes time away

226 from other projects.

227 The tradition of transsubstantivity, bolstered by these concerns, has great force. But the

228 pragmatic concerns supporting a social-security review rule remain. On this view, the general
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229 Civil Rules have been continually revised to address problems presented by a small subset of

230 troublesome cases. The general run of federal cases may not be well served by general rules

231 shaped to accommodate the cases with the highest monetary or public policy values, the deepest

232 level of aggressive advocacy, the most sweeping opportunities for weapons of mass discovery,

233 and so on. The pressures that arise from specific categories of litigation might better be addressed

234 by specific sets of rules, if only wisdom enough can be gained.

235 These tensions have been recognized from the beginning of the subcommittee’s mission.

236 A more broadly transsubstantive approach is possible, looking to a new rule that would apply to

237 all administrative review actions in the district courts. That would, however, be a new and very

238 broad undertaking. The subcommittee has not explored this alternative to the point of seeking

239 detailed information on the varieties and total number of all administrative review actions. Many

240 of them are brought under the Administrative Procedure Act, but even those involve a wide range

241 of underlying substantive statutes. Several concerns have counseled hesitation. The sheer variety

242 of agencies, substantive law, and administrative procedure presents far more diverse needs than

243 do single-claimant social security actions for what is in effect appellate review on a completed

244 administrative record. Nor has any other specific substantive area been identified that produces

245 anything that remotely approaches the sheer volume of § 405(g) cases. Concerns about

246 transsubstantivity would not be assuaged by expanding this project to encompass all actions for

247 administrative review in a district court, or even a carefully curated set of these actions. Either

248 form of § 405(g) rules — Civil Rule 71.2 or Supplemental Rules — is modest. Either addresses a

249 category of cases that lie at the extreme end of the spectrum that blends appellate procedure with

250 more general litigation procedure. 

251 Concerns about adopting substance-specific rules may bear on the choice between

252 lodging § 405(g) review in the Civil Rules or in a new set of supplemental rules. The earliest

253 drafts were framed as a set of supplemental rules. The subcommittee later chose to locate its draft

254 within the Civil Rules for at least two reasons. First, the general rules continue to govern all but a

255 few of the ways in which § 405(g) cases progress through the district courts. Second, only a few

256 — although significant — departures are made. The special rules displace formal service of

257 summons and complaint on the Commissioner, establish reduced thresholds for pleading, address

258 some details of motion practice, and establish an essentially appellate procedure for submitting

259 the case for decision on the briefs. It was feared that requiring cross-reference from supplemental

260 rules to the main body of Civil Rules might impose unnecessary complications. Rule 71.1

261 provides a reassuring  model. These practical advantages initially overcame the uncertain

262 arguments whether supplemental rules or a new Civil Rule are more likely to invite proposals for

263 additional substance-specific rules. But more recent committee and subcommittee deliberations

264 suggested that the Supplemental Rules format could facilitate clearer exposition, particularly for

265 the all-important scope provision. The Committee has not had an opportunity to review the

266 Supplemental Rules draft, which emerged from subcommittee work after the October 2019

267 committee meeting, but the subcommittee draft is a good illustration of the possible advantages

268 of this format.
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269 Further discussion of transsubstantivity at the October 2019 meeting is reflected at pages

270 3-11 of the draft minutes pages 337-345 of this agenda book . The discussion reflects the

271 elusiveness of the concepts that come into play and compete for judgment. Disagreements remain
272 about the advantages that might be gained by any § 405(g) review rule. The Administrative

273 Conference and SSA continue to be strong advocates. Organizations that speak for claimants’

274 representatives report reservations, partly by doubting the need for national uniformity and partly

275 by expressing comfort in a status quo that enables different judges to adopt congenial particular

276 procedures. Judges that have offered advice recognize that the general Civil Rules do not work

277 well in this setting, and that the rule drafts reflect the approaches that many have crafted to adapt

278 the general rules to the needs of § 405(g) review. The Department of Justice has propounded a

279 model local rule that is closely similar to the rule drafts, but fears that lodging § 405(g) review
280 provisions in national rules will encourage private interest groups to press for other substance-

281 specific rules. Primarily for that reason, DOJ does not support separate rules for social security
282 review cases.

283 The advantages to be gained by nationally uniform § 405(g) review procedures, however
284 certain or uncertain, must be balanced against the reasons for reluctance to adopt any substance-

285 specific rules. The committee was not confident about evaluating either side of this equation at

286 the October 2019 meeting. The difficulty of these evaluations provides the reasons for seeking

287 further guidance now. The subcommittee has debated the same concerns in two conference calls

288 after the October discussion and continues to believe that discussion in the Standing Committee
289 will help in reaching a recommendation whether to pursue this project to the point of

290 recommending rules for publication. The rules drafts have advanced to a point that supports

291 thorough exploration of the concerns that pit the opportunity to improve practice in an important

292 area against the fear that starting to open the field to substance-specific rules will bring pressures

293 to open broader vistas of special-interest rules. This April, the Advisory Committee should be in

294 a position to decide on a recommendation, whether to discontinue work on social-security review

295 rules or to recommend a proposed rule or supplemental rules for publication. It will benefit from
296 further discussion of the transsubstantivity concerns by the Standing Committee.
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297 SUPPLEMENTAL RULES FOR REVIEW ACTIONS UNDER 42 U.S.C. § 405(g)

298 RULE 1. REVIEW OF SOCIAL SECURITY DECISIONS UNDER 42 U.S.C. § 405(g)

299 (a) APPLICABILITY OF THESE RULES. These rules govern an action under 42 U.S.C. §

300 405(g) for review on the record of a final decision of the Commissioner of Social Security that

301 presents only an individual claim.

302 (b) FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure also

303 apply to a proceeding under these rules, except to the extent that they are inconsistent with these

304 rules.

305 RULE 2. COMPLAINT

306 (a) COMMENCING ACTION. A civil action for review under these rules is commenced

307 by filing a complaint.

308 (b) CONTENTS.

309 (1) The complaint must:

310 (A)  state that the action is brought under § 405(g) and

311 identify the final decision to be reviewed;

312 (B) state 

313 (i) the name, the county of residence, and the

314 last four digits of the social security number

315 of the person for whom benefits are claimed,

316 and

317 (ii) the name and last four digits of the social

318 security number of the person on whose

319 wage record benefits are claimed; and

320 (C)  state the type of benefits claimed.

321 (2) The complaint may include a  short and plain statement of the

322 grounds for review.

323 RULE 3. SERVICE

324 The court must notify the Commissioner of the commencement of the action by

325 transmitting a Notice of Electronic Filing to the appropriate office within the Social Security

326 Administration’s Office of General Counsel and to the United States Attorney for the district [in

327 which the action is filed]. The plaintiff need not serve a summons and complaint under [Federal

328 Rule of] Civil [Procedure] Rule 4.

329

330 RULE 4. ANSWER; MOTIONS; TIME

331 (a) An answer must be served on the plaintiff within 60 days after notice of the action

332 is given under Rule 3.

333 (b) An answer may be limited to a certified copy of the administrative record, and any

334 affirmative defenses under Civil Rule 8(c). Civil Rule 8(b) does not apply.

335 (c) A motion under Civil Rule 12 must be made within 60 days after notice of the
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336 action is given under Rule 3.

337 (d) Unless the court sets a different time, serving a motion under Rule 4(c) alters the

338 time to answer as provided by Civil Rule 12(a)(4).

339 RULE 5. PRESENTING THE ACTION FOR DECISION

340 The action is presented for decision by the parties’ briefs.

341 RULE 6. PLAINTIFF’S BRIEF

342 The plaintiff must serve on the Commissioner a brief for the requested relief within 30

343 days after the answer is filed or 30 days after the court disposes of all motions filed under Rule

344 4(c), whichever is later. The brief must support arguments of fact by citations to particular parts

345 of the record.

346 RULE 7. COMMISSIONER’S BRIEF

347 The Commissioner must serve a brief on the plaintiff within 30 days after service of the

348 plaintiff’s brief. The brief must support arguments of fact by citations to particular parts of the

349 record.

350 RULE 8. REPLY BRIEF

351 The plaintiff may, within 14 days after service of the Commissioner’s brief, serve a reply

352 brief on the Commissioner.

353 Committee Note

354 Actions to review a final decision of the Commissioner of Social Security under 42

355 U.S.C. § 405(g) have been governed by the Civil Rules. These Supplemental Rules, however,

356 establish a simplified procedure that recognizes the essentially appellate character of actions that

357 seek only review of an individual’s claims on a single administrative record. An action is brought

358 under § 405(g) for this purpose if it is brought under another statute that explicitly provides for

359 review under § 405(g). See[, for example,] 42 U.S.C. §§ 1009(b), 1383(c)(3), and 1395w-

360 114(a)(3)(B)(iv)(III). Most actions under § 405(g) are brought by an individual. But the plaintiff

361 may be a representative or someone whose claim derives from a worker.

362 The Civil Rules continue to apply to actions for review under § 405(g) except to the

363 extent that the Civil Rules are inconsistent with these Supplemental Rules.

364

365 Some actions may plead a claim for review under § 405(g) but also join more than one

366 plaintiff, or add a claim or defendant for relief beyond review on the administrative record. Such

367 actions fall outside these Supplemental Rules and are governed by the Civil Rules alone.

368 These Supplemental Rules establish a uniform procedure for pleading and serving the

369 complaint; for answering and making motions under Rule 12; and for presenting the action for
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370 decision by briefs. These procedures reflect the ways in which a civil action under § 405(g)

371 resembles an appeal or a petition for review of administrative action filed directly in a court of

372 appeals.

373 Supplemental Rule 2 adopts the procedure of Civil Rule 3, which directs that a civil

374 action be commenced by filing a complaint. In an action that seeks only review on the

375 administrative record, however, the complaint is similar to a notice of appeal. Simplified

376 pleading is often desirable. Jurisdiction is pleaded under Rule 2(b)(1)(A) by identifying the

377 action as one brought under § 405(g). The elements of the claim for review are adequately

378 pleaded under Rule 2(b)(1). Failure to plead all the matters described in Rule 2(b)(1), moreover,

379 should be cured by leave to amend, not dismissal. Rule 2(b)(2), however, permits a plaintiff who

380 wishes to plead more than Rule 2(b)(1) requires to do so.

381 Rule 3 provides a means for giving notice of the action that supersedes Civil Rule 4(i)(2).

382 The Notice of Electronic Filing sent by the court suffices, so long as it provides a means of

383 electronic access to the complaint. Notice to the Commissioner is sent to the appropriate regional

384 office. The plaintiff need not serve a summons and complaint under Civil Rule 4.

385 Rule 4’s provisions for the answer build from this part of § 405(g): “As part of the

386 Commissioner’s answer the Commissioner of Social Security shall file a certified copy of the

387 transcript of the record including the evidence upon which the findings and decision complained

388 of are made.” In addition to filing the record, the Commissioner must plead any affirmative

389 defenses under Civil Rule 8(c). Civil Rule 8(b) does not apply, but the Commissioner is free to

390 answer any allegations that the Commissioner may wish to address in the pleadings.

391 The time to answer is set at 60 days after notice of the action is given under Rule 3.

392 Likewise, the time to file a motion under Civil Rule 12 is set at 60 days after notice of the action

393 is given under Rule 3. If a timely motion is made under Civil Rule 12, the time to answer is

394 governed by Civil Rule 12(a)(4) unless the court sets a different time.

395 Rule 5 states the procedure for presenting for decision on the merits a § 405(g) review

396 action that is governed by the Supplemental Rules. Like an appeal, the briefs present the action

397 for decision on the merits. This procedure displaces summary judgment or such devices as a joint

398 statement of facts as the means of review on the administrative record.

399 Under Rule 6, the plaintiff’s brief is similar to an appellate brief, citing to the parts of the

400 administrative record that support an argument that the final decision is not supported by

401 substantial evidence. Under Rule 7, the Commissioner responds in like form. Rule 8 allows a

402 reply brief.

403 Rules 6, 7, and 8 set the times for serving the briefs: 30 days after the answer is filed or

404 30 days after the court disposes of all motions filed under Rule 4(b) for the plaintiff’s brief, 30
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405 days after service of the plaintiff’s brief for the Commissioner’s brief, and 14 days after service

406 of the Commissioner’s brief for a reply brief. The court may revise these times when appropriate.
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407 ALTERNATIVE: CIVIL RULE 71.2

408 Rule 71.2. Review of Social Security Decisions [Under 42 U.S.C.A. § 405(g)]

409 APPLICABILITY OF THESE RULES. These rules govern an action under 42 U.S.C. § 405(g)

410 for review on the record of a final decision of the Commissioner of Social Security, except that in

411 an action that presents only an individual claim these procedures apply:

412 (a) COMPLAINT. The complaint satisfies Rule 8(a) if it:

413 (1)  States that the action is brought under § 405(g) and identifies the

414 final decision to be reviewed;

415 (2)  States:

416 (A) the name, the county of residence, and the last four digits of

417 the social security number of the person for whom benefits

418 are claimed, and

419

420 (B) the name and last four digits of the social security number

421 of the person on whose wage record benefits are claimed;

422 and

423 (3)  Identifies the type of benefits claimed.

424 (b) SERVICE. The court must notify the Commissioner of the commencement of the

425 action by transmitting a Notice of Electronic Filing to the appropriate office

426 within the Social Security Administration’s Office of General Counsel and to the

427 United States Attorney for the district [in which the action is filed]. The plaintiff

428 need not serve a summons and complaint under Rule 4.

429

430 (c) ANSWER; MOTIONS; TIME.

431 (1)  An answer must be served on the plaintiff within 60 days after

432 notice of the action is given under Rule 71.2(b).

433 (2)  An answer may be limited to a certified copy of the administrative

434 record, and any affirmative defenses under Rule 8(c). Rule 8(b)

435 does not apply. 

436 (3) A motion under Rule 12 must be made within 60 days after notice

437 of the action is given under Rule 71.2(b).

438 (4)  Unless the court sets a different time, serving a motion under Rule

439 71.2(c)(3) alters the time to answer as provided by Rule 12(a)(4).
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440 (d) BRIEFING.

441 (1) Plaintiff’s Brief. The plaintiff must serve on the Commissioner a

442 brief for the requested relief within 30 days after the answer is filed

443 or 30 days after the court disposes of all motions filed under Rule

444 71.2(c)(3), whichever is later. The brief must support arguments of

445 fact by citations to particular parts of the record.

446 (2)  Commissioner’s Brief. The Commissioner must serve a brief on the

447 plaintiff within 30 days after service of the plaintiff’s brief. The

448 brief must support arguments of fact by citations to particular parts

449 of the record.

450 (3)  Reply Brief. The plaintiff may, within 14 days after service of the

451 Commissioner’s brief, serve a reply brief on the Commissioner.

452 Committee Note

453 Actions to review a final decision of the Commissioner of Social Security under 42

454 U.S.C. § 405(g) are generally governed by the Civil Rules. This new Rule 71.2, however,

455 establishes a simplified procedure that recognizes the essentially appellate character of actions

456 that seek only review of claims of an individual on a single administrative record. An action is

457 brought under § 405(g) for this purpose if it is brought under another statute that explicitly

458 provides for review under § 405(g). See[, for example,] 42 U.S.C. §§ 1009(b), 1383(c)(3), and

459 1395w-114(a)(3)(B)(iv)(III). Most actions under § 405(g) are brought by an individual. But the

460 plaintiff may be a representative or someone whose claim derives from a worker.

461 All actions for review under § 405(g) are governed by all the Civil Rules. Application of

462 the Civil Rules is modified only by applying Rule 71.2 to the matters it covers in an action

463 brought by a single plaintiff for relief on a single administrative record.

464

465 Some actions may plead a claim for review under § 405(g) but also join more than one

466 plaintiff, or add a claim or defendant for relief beyond review on the administrative record. Such

467 actions fall outside Rule 71.2 and are governed by the other Civil Rules alone.

468 Rules 71.2(a) through (d) establish a uniform procedure for pleading and serving the

469 complaint in an action to which they apply; for answering and making motions under Rule 12(b);

470 and for presenting the action for decision through briefs. Rule 71.2 supersedes the general Civil

471 Rules in only a few ways. The Rule 71.2(d) procedure for presenting the action for decision

472 displaces summary judgment or such devices as a joint statement of facts as the means of review

473 on the administrative record. But for the most part, there is no conflict between Rule 71.2 and the

474 general rules. Rule 9(a)(1)(B) is an example — a plaintiff suing in a representative capacity need

475 not plead authority to sue in a representative capacity. And a plaintiff remains free to plead more

476 than the elements listed in Rule 71.2 (a), while the Commissioner may choose to respond to the

477 plaintiff’s allegations even though Rule 71.2(c)(2) provides that Rule 8(b) does not apply.
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478 The relationship between Rule 71.2 and the general Civil Rules rests on Section 405(g),

479 which provides for review of a final decision “by a civil action.” Rule 3 directs that a civil action

480 be commenced by filing a complaint. In an action that seeks only review on the administrative

481 record, however, the complaint is similar to a notice of appeal. The elements specified in Rule

482 71.2(a) satisfy Rule 8(a). Jurisdiction is pleaded by identifying the action as one brought under §

483 405(g). Failure to plead all the matters described in Rule 71.2(a) should be cured by leave to

484 amend, not dismissal. A plaintiff who wishes to plead more than Rule 71.2(a) provides is free to

485 do so.

486 Rule 71.2(b) provides a means for giving notice of the action that supersedes Rule 4(i)(2).

487 The Notice of Electronic Filing sent by the court suffices, so long as it provides a means of

488 electronic access to the complaint. Notice to the Commissioner is sent to the appropriate regional

489 office. The plaintiff need not serve a summons and complaint under Rule 4.

490 Rule 71.2(c)(2) builds from this part of § 405(g): “As part of the Commissioner’s answer

491 the Commissioner of Social Security shall file a certified copy of the transcript of the record

492 including the evidence upon which the findings and decision complained of are made.” In

493 addition to filing the record, the Commissioner must plead any affirmative defenses under Rule

494 8(c). Rule 8(b) does not apply, but the Commissioner is free to answer any allegations that the

495 Commissioner may wish to address in the pleadings.

496 The time to answer is set at 60 days after notice of the action is given under Rule 71.2(b).

497 The time to file a motion under Rule 12 is also set at 60 days after notice of the action is given

498 under Rule 71.2(b). If a timely motion is made under Rule 12, the time to answer is governed by

499 Rule 12(a)(4) unless the court sets a different time.

500 Rule 71.2(d) addresses the procedure for bringing on for decision a § 405(g) review

501 action that is governed by Rule 71.2. The plaintiff serves a brief that is similar to an appellate

502 brief, citing to the parts of the administrative record that support an argument that the final

503 decision is not supported by substantial evidence. The Commissioner responds in like form. A

504 reply brief is allowed.

505 Rule 71.2(d)(1)-(3) sets the times for serving the briefs: 30 days after the answer is filed

506 or 30 days after the court disposes of all motions filed under Rule 71.2(c)(3) for the plaintiff’s

507 brief, 30 days after service of the plaintiff’s brief for the Commissioner’s brief, and 14 days after

508 service of the Commissioner’s brief for a reply brief. The court may revise these times when

509 appropriate.
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510 B. MDL Subcommittee

511 Since the Standing Committee’s last meeting, the MDL Subcommittee has continued to

512 explore and gather information about the issues it has been considering. Besides subcommittee

513 conference calls, this activity has included attendance by members of the subcommittee at

514 various events focused on these issues.  As it has throughout the subcommittee’s work, the1

515 Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation has been very supportive and helpful.

516 In addition, the subcommittee has received an extensive research memorandum from the

517 Rules Law Clerk on experience under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) in MDL proceedings, as well as some

518 advice from Emery Lee of the FJC on data regarding such appellate review.

519 As before, this work is ongoing.  Originally, the subcommittee’s focus included a number

520 of topics that have since been moved off the “front burner.”  At the Advisory Committee’s2

521 October 2019 meeting, the subcommittee reported that it had concluded that issues regarding

522 third-party litigation funding (TPLF) did not seem particularly pronounced in relation to MDL

523 litigation. To the contrary, this sort of activity seems at least equally important in a broad range

524 of types of litigation. Accordingly, the subcommittee recommended suspending further work on

525 the possibility of developing an amendment idea directed toward TPLF in MDL litigation. The

526 full Advisory Committee approved that recommendation.

      These events have included the following:1

American Association for Justice annual convention, San Diego, CA, July 27, 2019 — special

session addressing issues under study by subcommittee.

UC Berkeley Law program on Ethics in Litigation Funding, Berkeley, CA, Sept. 10, 2019.

Emory Law Institute for Complex Litigation and Mass Claims conference on interlocutory appeal

in MDL proceedings, Washington, D.C., Oct. 1, 2019.

ABA 25th Annual National Institute on Class Actions, Oct. 17-18, Nashville, TN. Subcommittee

representatives were on a panel entitled “‘Top of the Charts’: Potential MDL Rule Changes and

Their Effect on Your Practice.”

      Examples include adding specific references to “master complaints” in the rules; adopting a rule2

requiring that each plaintiff pay an individual filing fee; modifying Rule 20 to forbid joinder of multiple

plaintiffs in situations where joinder might now be authorized; expanding initial disclosure requirements

in certain MDL proceedings; authorizing MDL transferee courts to compel attendance at trial by party

witnesses located beyond the subpoena power; and adopting particularized pleading requirements for

certain claims asserted in MDL proceedings.
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527 At the same time, the subcommittee’s work has shown that TPLF is a phenomenon of

528 growing importance, and also that it is evolving.  Therefore, the subcommittee also

529 recommended that TPLF remain on the Advisory Committee’s agenda, and that it monitor

530 developments in TPLF.  The question whether a rule change is appropriate to deal with these

531 developments therefore would remain under consideration.  The Advisory Committee also

532 approved of this recommendation.

533 This report therefore updates the Standing Committee on the three areas that remain on

534 the MDL Subcommittee’s “front burner.”  

535 (1)  Early Vetting, PFS and DFS Requirements, and a “Census” of Claims: This topic

536 responds to what might be called the “Field of Dreams” problem — sometimes JPML

537 centralization of litigation is followed by the filing of a large number of new claims. “If you build

538 it, they will come.” It appears to the subcommittee that there has been a significant shift in the

539 positions of attorneys about how best to address these issues as subcommittee discussions have

540 also evolved.

541

542 One response was included in H.R. 985, the Fairness in Class Action Litigation Act,

543 passed by the House of Representatives in March 2017. That proposed legislation would have

544 required all personal injury claimants in MDL proceedings to submit evidentiary support for their

545 claims of exposure and injury within 45 days and require the court to rule on the sufficiency of

546 those submissions within 90 days after that. The Senate did not act on this proposed legislation,

547 and with the arrival of a new Congress in January 2019, it lapsed.

548 This legislation appeared to build on the plaintiff fact sheet (PFS) practice that had

549 emerged in many MDL personal-injury proceedings, calling for plaintiffs to provide certain

550 specifics and materials without formal discovery. FJC Research investigated the use of PFS

551 orders, and found that they were already used very frequently in larger MDL proceedings, and

552 used in virtually all of the “mega” MDL proceedings with more than 1,000 cases. In most of

553 those proceedings, defendant fact sheets (DFS) were also required, often calling for defendants to

554 provide information to the plaintiffs without the need for formal discovery.

555 One view of PFS and DFS practice is that it is an effective way to “jump start” discovery

556 in larger MDLs. Another view of this practice is that it enables early screening out of

557 unsupportable claims. Although to some extent plaintiffs’ counsel and defense counsel agreed

558 that methods of determining whether there were unsupportable claims might be desirable, there

559 was resistance to rules requiring plaintiffs to provide discovery before they were allowed to take

560 discovery. And the point was also made that, even if some proportion of the claims were not

561 supportable, the rest should be allowed to go forward without undue delay.

562 The FJC research also showed that PFS and DFS requirements, while often having

563 similarities from one MDL proceeding to another, were almost always tailored to the specific
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564 MDL proceeding before the court. And that tailoring often took considerable time to complete. 

565 Beyond that, some viewed the PFS and DFS requirements in some MDL proceedings as

566 excessive and overly demanding. These concerns made the prospect of drafting a rule for all or

567 certain MDL proceedings exceedingly challenging.

568 That challenge was compounded by the recurrent point made by experienced MDL

569 transferee judges that they needed flexibility in designing appropriate procedures for the cases

570 before them. One size would not likely fit all, the subcommittee was repeatedly told.

571 As these discussions proceeded, the views of the participants seemed to evolve. It might

572 even be that the subcommittee’s attention served as a small catalyst to this evolution. In any

573 event, eventually the focus shifted somewhat. In place of reliance on PFS/DFS practice, the more

574 promising idea came to be known as a “census,” an effort to gain some basic details on the

575 claims presented — e.g., evidence of exposure to the product at issue — so as to permit an initial

576 assessment. This need not be a substitute for a PFS, but rather a beginning for an information

577 exchange that might later include a PFS and a DFS.

578 This census idea has been the focus of work since mid-2019.  In October, Judge Orrick

579 (N.D. Cal.) directed counsel involved in the MDL proceeding In re Juul Labs, Inc., Marketing,

580 Sales Practices, and Product Liability Litigation (MDL 2913) to develop a plan to “generat[e] an

581 initial census in this litigation,” with the assistance of Prof. Jaime Dodge of Emory Law School,

582 who has organized several events attended by representatives of the MDL Subcommittee. For the

583 present, then, the subcommittee is awaiting further information about how this new method

584 works. Assuming it has promise, it may be that it is not really suitable to inclusion in a rule but

585 rather is a management technique on which the Judicial Panel could offer advice and instruction

586 to transferee judges.

587 (2)  Interlocutory  Review of Orders in MDL Proceedings: If the positions of the parties

588 have moved closer together in regard to the census idea described above, no similar confluence

589 has occurred with regard to facilitating interlocutory review of rulings by MDL transferee judges.

590 A starting point in the subcommittee’s consideration of this issue was the provision in

591 H.R. 985 requiring courts of appeals to accept appeals of any order in an MDL proceeding if

592 review “may materially advance the ultimate termination of one or more of the civil actions in

593 the proceedings.” Sometimes proponents of such a provision have urged that it be coupled with

594 some sort of directive for “expedited” appellate treatment.

595 The proponents of rules facilitating interlocutory review in MDL proceedings have urged

596 that orders in those cases may have much greater importance than orders in ordinary civil actions. 

597 In particular, when orders effectively apply in a multitude of individual cases the importance of

598 interlocutory review increases appreciably. Moreover, proponents of expanded review cited

599 several recurrent critical issues — preemption and Daubert decisions on admissibility of expert
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600 testimony, for example — that could resolve most or all cases in the MDL. As to these sorts of

601 “cross-cutting” issues, they contended, there was inequality of treatment: a victory by defendants

602 would often result in a final judgment that would permit plaintiffs to appeal, while a victory by

603 plaintiffs would not permit defendants to take an immediate appeal because the litigation would

604 continue.

605 Opponents of rule-based expansion of interlocutory review in MDL proceedings

606 emphasized that there are already multiple routes to appellate review, particularly under 28

607 U.S.C. § 1292(b), via mandamus and, sometimes, pursuant to Rule 54(b). Expanding review

608 would lead to a broad increase in appeals and produce major delays without any significant

609 benefit, particularly when the order was ultimately affirmed after extended proceedings in the

610 court of appeals. And, of course, the “inequality” of treatment complained of is a feature of our

611 system for all civil cases, not just MDLs.

612 Both proponents and opponents of rule amendments have submitted detailed reports on

613 the actual experience under § 1292(b) in MDL proceedings. The Rules Law Clerk has provided

614 an extensive report to the subcommittee on transferee judges’ decisions whether to certify issues

615 for appeal.

616 One concern the subcommittee had about whether § 1292(b) might not be suited to MDL

617 proceedings was that it authorizes a district court to certify an order for immediate appeal only 

618 on finding that (i) there is a “controlling question of law” as to which (ii) “there is substantial

619 ground for difference of opinion” and (iii) that immediate review would “materially advance the

620 ultimate termination of the litigation.” These statutory criteria might not be suited to the sorts of

621 situations raised by the proponents of review. Some issues (e.g., Daubert decisions) might not

622 present a “controlling question of law.” Immediate review might not, in sprawling MDL

623 proceedings, “materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation.”

624 The Rules Law Clerk research did not disclose a significant number of instances in which

625 the issues cited by proponents of rulemaking were advanced under § 1292(b). Instead, a wide

626 variety of orders have prompted § 1292(b) requests in MDL proceedings. Moreover, judges

627 asked to certify orders in those proceedings do not suggest that the statutory standards constrain

628 their ability to grant certification if appropriate, although they scrupulously examine each factor

629 and frequently comment on their circuit’s receptivity to § 1292(b) appeals. No district judge, in

630 denying certification, has done so because of inflexibility of the statutory criteria. And given the

631 wide variety of issues actually presented as grounds for § 1292(b) review in MDL proceedings,

632 there may be at least some basis for worrying that efforts to obtain review might occur more

633 frequently and in regard to many kinds of orders beyond those cited by the proponents of

634 expanded opportunities for interlocutory review.
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635 In sum, the research to date seems to support the following conclusions:

636 (1)  There are not many § 1292(b) certifications in MDL proceedings.

637 (2) The reversal rate when review is granted is relatively low (about the same as in

638 civil cases generally).

639 (3) A substantial time (nearly two years) on average passes before the court of appeals

640 rules.3

641 (4) The courts of appeals (and district courts) appear to acknowledge that there may

642 be stronger reasons for allowing interlocutory review because MDL proceedings

643 are involved.

644 As reflected in the Advisory Committee report to the Standing Committee for its June

645 2019 meeting, during the May 2019 Emory event in Boston, the case for expanded review was

646 not convincingly made. Subsequently, on October 1, 2019, Emory hosted an all-day event for the

647 subcommittee in Washington, D.C., that provided a very thorough discussion and permitted

648 subcommittee members to get a clear picture of the competing views on this topic. It showed that

649 the proponents and opponents of change continue to disagree fundamentally, but also that the

650 discussion has evolved.

651 The proponents of expanding interlocutory review assert that in MDL mass tort litigation

652 defendants have found it difficult or impossible to obtain review of core legal issues such as

653 preemption until after a bellwether trial, and perhaps not even then if defendants win at trial. In

654 particular, in their view § 1292(b) does not work well because the statutory standard is too

655 confining and because it provides something like a “veto” to the district judge. The argument is

656 that this state of affairs denies defendants access to authoritative resolution of legal issues.

657 The response from the plaintiff side is that the final judgment rule is a key aspect of our

658 judicial system, and that § 1292(b) and Rule 54(b) provide safety valves for instances in which

659 interlocutory review is appropriate. From this perspective, the showing has not been made that

      Prof. Steven Sachs, a member of the Appellate Rules Advisory Committee, has made an intriguing3

suggestion that a rule might provide that the district judge could indicate in a § 1292(b) certification that

immediate review would only “materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation” (in the

statute’s current words) if the court of appeals handled the case on an “expedited” basis. This might

support a rule that either leaves it entirely up to the court of appeals’ discretion whether to expedite

review or limits the court of appeals’ discretion to granting review only if there will be expedited review.

Such a limitation might unduly intrude into the court of appeals’ management of its own docket. Any

such change might be limited to MDL proceedings. The MDL Subcommittee has begun to consider this

idea.
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660 these existing routes to interlocutory review fail in MDL litigation, or that MDL litigation is so

661 different from other litigation that it justifies a special appealability rule.

662 Although the two sides remain divided on these issues, it does seem that the views have

663 evolved. On at least some points, the participants in the Oct. 1 event appeared largely to agree: 

664 (1) the goal is not to provide an appeal of right, but instead to enable the court of appeals (as

665 under Rule 23(f)) to decide in its discretion whether to accept the appeal; (2) the goal is not to

666 preclude the district judge from expressing views on whether an immediate appeal is justified,

667 perhaps in a manner like the certificate of appealability in habeas cases; (3) the focus is not on a

668 limited set of legal issues (e.g., preemption, Daubert rulings) so long as the issues are important

669 to resolution of a significant number of cases; and (4) it is not certain whether any rule should be

670 limited only to some MDLs (e.g., “mass tort” MDLs, or “mega” mass tort MDLs), but there is no

671 effort to expand it beyond MDL proceedings. Notwithstanding these areas of agreement, there

672 remains a fundamental disagreement on the need for a rule expanding access to interlocutory

673 appeal.

674 The subcommittee continues to work on these issues. It notes that a joint subcommittee of

675 the Civil and Appellate Advisory Committees is examining the possibility of recommending a

676 rule change in response to the Court’s decision in Hall v. Hall, 138 S.Ct. 1118 (2018). In that

677 case, the Court held that when cases are consolidated for trial, judgment in one but not the other

678 is final for purposes of appeal even though there might be prudential reasons for deferring

679 appellate review until entry of a final judgment in the other consolidated case. In Gelboim v.

680 Bank of America, 135 S.Ct. 897 (2015), the Court earlier applied the same rule in an MDL

681 proceeding in which one of many cases subject to the MDL transfer reached final judgment

682 before any of the cases had been tried. Justice Ginsburg, writing for the Court in that 2015 case,

683 recognized that sometimes a “merger” of the consolidated cases might defer appealability. 

684 Absent such a “merger” (which did not occur in the MDL proceeding before the Court), each

685 case in the MDL proceeding was separate for purposes of the final judgment rule.

686 The reason for mentioning the Hall v. Hall Subcommittee’s work is that it has been

687 considering whether a rule revision would be appropriate to defer appealability, somewhat the

688 obverse of the issue before the MDL Subcommittee, which has been urged to provide additional

689 avenues for interlocutory review even though final judgment has not been entered in any of the

690 consolidated actions. Judge Rosenberg, a member of the MDL Subcommittee, is Chair of the

691 Hall v. Hall Subcommittee.

692 (3)  Settlement Review, Attorney’s Fees, and Common Benefit Funds: This may be the

693 toughest question the MDL Subcommittee faces, and it introduces the idea of trying to develop

694 for at least some MDL proceedings some judicial supervision regarding settlement like that

695 provided in Rule 23 for class actions.
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696 The class action settlement review procedures were recently revised by amendments that

697 became effective on Dec. 1, 2018, which fortified and clarified the courts’ approach to

698 determining whether to approve proposed settlements in class actions. Earlier, in 2003 Rule 23(e)

699 was expanded beyond a simple requirement for court approval of class-action settlements or

700 dismissals, and Rules 23(g) and (h) were also added to guide the court in appointing class

701 counsel and awarding attorney’s fees and costs. Together, these additions to Rule 23 provide a

702 framework for courts to follow that was not included in the original 1966 revision of Rule 23.

703 In class actions, a judicial role approving settlements flows from the binding effect Rule

704 23 prescribes for a class-action judgment. Absent a court order certifying the class, there would

705 be no binding effect. After the rule was extensively amended in 1966, settlement became normal

706 for resolution of class actions, and certification solely for purposes of settlement also became

707 common. Courts began to see themselves as having a “fiduciary” role to protect the interests of

708 the unnamed (and otherwise effectively unrepresented) members of the class certified by the

709 court.

710 Part of that responsibility connects with Rule 23(g) on appointment of class counsel,

711 which requires class counsel to pursue the best interests of the class as a whole, even if not

712 favored by the designated class representatives. The court may approve a settlement opposed by

713 class members who have not opted out. The objectors may then appeal to overturn that approval;

714 otherwise they are bound despite their dissent. Now, under amended Rule 23(e), there are

715 specific directions for counsel and the court to follow in the approval process.

716 MDL proceedings are different. Ordinarily all of the claimants have their own lawyers. 

717 Section 1407 only authorizes transfer of pending cases, so claimants must first file a case to be

718 included. (“Direct filing” in the transferee court has become fairly widespread, but that still

719 requires a filing, usually by a lawyer.)  As a consequence, there is no direct analogue to the

720 appointment of class counsel to represent unnamed class members (who may not be aware they

721 are part of the class, much less that the lawyer selected by the court is “their” lawyer). The

722 transferee court cannot command any claimant to accept a settlement accepted by other

723 claimants, whether or not the court regards the proposed settlement as fair and reasonable. And

724 the transferee court’s authority is limited, under the statute, to “pretrial” activities, so it cannot

725 hold a trial unless that authority comes from something beyond a JPML transfer order.

726 Notwithstanding these structural differences between class actions and MDL proceedings,

727 one could also say that the actual evolution of MDL proceedings over recent decades --

728 particularly “mass tort” MDL proceedings — has somewhat paralleled the emergence of

729 settlement as the common outcome of class actions. Almost invariably in MDL proceedings

730 involving a substantial number of individual actions, the transferee court appoints “lead counsel”

731 or “liaison counsel” and directs that other lawyers be supervised by these court-appointed

732 lawyers. The Manual for Complex Litigation (4th ed. 2004) contains extensive directives about

733 this activity:
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734 § 10.22. Coordination in Multiparty Litigation — Lead/Liaison Counsel and

735 Committees

736 § 10.221. Organizational Structures

737 § 10.222. Powers and Responsibilities

738 § 10.223. Compensation

739 So sometimes — again perhaps particularly in “mass tort” MDLs — the actual evolution

740 and management of the litigation may resemble a class action. Though claimants have their own

741 lawyers (sometimes called IRPAs — individually represented plaintiffs’ attorneys), they may

742 have a limited role in managing the course of the MDL litigation. A court order may forbid them

743 to initiate discovery, file motions, etc., unless they obtain the approval of the attorneys appointed

744 by the court as leadership counsel. In class actions, a court order appointing “interim counsel”

745 under Rule 23(g) even before class certification is decided may have a similar consequence of

746 limiting settlement negotiation (potentially later presented to the court for approval under Rule

747 23(e)), which might be likened to the role of the court in appointing counsel to represent one side

748 or the other in MDL litigation.

749 At the same time, it may appear that at least some IRPAs have gotten something of a

750 “free ride” because leadership counsel have done extensive work and incurred large costs for

751 liability discovery and preparation of expert presentations. The Manual for Complex Litigation

752 (4th) § 14.215 provides: “Early in the litigation, the court should define designated counsel’s

753 functions, determine the method of compensation, specify the records to be kept, and establish

754 the arrangements for their compensation, including setting up a fund to which designated parties

755 should contribute in specified proportions.”

756 One method of doing what the Manual directs is to set up a common benefit fund and

757 direct that in the event of individual settlements a portion of the settlement proceeds (usually

758 from the IRPA’s attorney’s fee share) be deposited into the fund for future disposition by order of

759 the transferee court. And in light of the “free rider” concern, the court may also place limits on

760 the percentage of the recovery that those non-leadership counsel may charge their clients,

761 sometimes reducing what their contracts with their clients provide.

762 The predominance of leadership counsel can carry over into settlement. One possibility is

763 that individual claimants will reach individual settlements with one or more defendants. But

764 sometimes MDL proceedings produce aggregate settlements. Defendants ordinarily are not

765 willing to fund such aggregate settlements unless they offer something like “global peace.” That

766 outcome can be guaranteed by court rule in class actions, but there is no comparable rule for

767 MDL proceedings. Nonetheless, various provisions of proposed settlements may exert

768 considerable pressure on IRPAs to persuade their clients to accept the overall settlement. On

769 occasion, transferee courts may also be involved in the discussions or negotiations that lead to

770 agreement to such overall settlements. For some transferee judges, achieving such settlements

771 may appear to be a significant objective of the centralized proceedings. At the same time, some
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772 have wondered whether the growth of “mass” MDL practice is in part due to a desire to avoid the

773 greater judicial authority over and scrutiny of class actions and the settlement process under Rule

774 23.

775 The absence of clear authority and/or constraint for such judicial activity in MDL

776 proceedings has produced much uneasiness among academics. One illustration is Prof. Burch’s

777 recent book Mass Tort Deals: Backroom Bargaining in Multidistrict Litigation (Cambridge U.

778 Press, 2019), which provides a wealth of information about recent MDL mass tort litigations.  In

779 brief, Prof. Burch urges that it would be desirable if something like Rules 23(e), 23(g), and 23(h)

780 applied in these aggregate litigations. In somewhat the same vein, Prof. Mullenix has written that

781 “[t]he non-class aggregate settlement, precisely because it is accomplished apart from Rule 23

782 requirements and constraints, represents a paradigm-shifting means for resolving complex

783 litigation.” Mullenix, Policing MDL Non-Class Settlements: Empowering Judges Through the

784 All Writs Act, 37 Rev. Lit. 129, 135 (2018). Her recommendation: “[B]etter authority for MDL

785 judicial power might be accomplished through amendment of the MDL statute or through

786 authority conferred by a liberal construction of the All Writs Act.”  Id. at 183.

787 Achieving a similar goal via a rule amendment might be possible by focusing on the

788 court’s authority to appoint and supervise leadership counsel. That could at least invoke criteria

789 like those in Rule 23(g) and (h) on selection and compensation of such attorneys. It might also

790 regard oversight of settlement activities as a feature of such judicial supervision. However, it

791 would not likely include specific requirements for settlement approval like those in Rule 23(e).

792 But it is not clear that judges who have been handling these issues feel a need for either

793 rules-based authority or further direction on how to wield this authority. Research has found that

794 judges do not express a need for greater or clarified authority in this area. And the subcommittee

795 has not, to date, been presented with strong arguments from experienced counsel in favor of

796 proceeding along this line. All participants — transferee judges, plaintiffs’ counsel and

797 defendants’ counsel — seem to prefer avoiding a rule amendment that would require greater

798 judicial involvement in MDL settlements.

799 For the present, then, the subcommittee is not yet prepared to propose to develop rule-

800 amendment drafts dealing with appointment or compensation of leadership counsel or settlement

801 review. But these questions remain open for further study.

802 One more recent development deserves mention, however. On Sept. 11, 2019, Judge

803 Polster granted class certification under Rule 23(b)(3) of a “negotiation class” of local

804 governmental entities in the opioids MDL pending before him in the N.D. Ohio. Paragraph 13 of

805 the certification order explains:

806 The order does not certify the Negotiation Class for any purpose other than to

807 negotiate for the class members with the thirteen sets of national Defendants
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808 identified above. Accordingly, this Order is without prejudice to the ability of any

809 Class member to proceed with the prosecution, trial, and/or settlement in this or any

810 court, of an individual claim, or to the ability of any Defendant to assert any defense

811 thereto. This order does not stay or impair any action or proceeding in any court, and

812 Class members may retain their Class membership while proceeding with their own

813 actions, including discovery, pretrial proceedings, and trials. In the event a Class

814 Member receives a settlement or trial verdict, it may proceed with its

815 settlement/verdict in the usual course without hindrance by virtue of the existence of

816 the Negotiation Class.

817 In re National Prescription Opiate Litigation, 2019 WL 4307851 (N.D. Ohio, Sept. 11, 2019)

818 (memorandum opinion, not accompanying order). Paragraph 8 of the order provides:

819 Class Counsel and only Class Counsel are authorized to (a) represent the Class in

820 settlement negotiations with Defendants, (b) sign any filings with this or any other

821 Court made on behalf of the Class, (c) assist the court with functions relevant to the

822 class actions, such as but not limited to maintaining the Class website and executing

823 a satisfactory notice program, and (d) represent the Class in Court.

824 It is not clear what will come of this initiative. But if it provides a vehicle for judicial

825 involvement in settlement of an MDL proceeding under the auspices of Rule 23, it may illustrate

826 the sort of authority and guidance discussed above without the need for a rule amendment. On

827 Nov. 8, 2019, the Sixth Circuit granted a petition under Rule 23(f) to review Judge Polster’s

828 order. See In re National Opiate Litigation, Sixth Cir. Nos. 19-305 and 19-306.

829 C. Rule 4(c)(3): Service by the U.S. Marshals Service

830 At the January 2019 meeting of the Standing Committee, Judge Jesse Furman raised

831 questions about the meaning of the Civil Rule 4(c)(3) provisions for service of process by a

832 United States marshal in in forma pauperis cases. These questions are being explored with the

833 United States Marshals Service. Initial discussions show that practices vary from one district to

834 another. The Service would welcome greater national uniformity on some practices, but it is not

835 clear whether amending the Civil Rules can usefully do more than remove an apparent ambiguity

836 in the rule text.

837 Rule 4(c)(3):

838 (c) SERVICE. * * *

839 (3) By a Marshal or Someone Specially Appointed. At the plaintiff’s request,

840 the court may order that service be made by a United States marshal or

841 deputy marshal or by a person specially appointed by the court. The court

842 must so order if the plaintiff is authorized to proceed in forma pauperis
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843 under 28 U.S.C. § 1915 or as a seaman under 28 U.S.C. § 1916.

844 “must so order”: The central question arises from an ambiguity in the second sentence.

845 When is it that the court “must so order”? The two sentences could be read together to mean that

846 the court must order service by a marshal only if the plaintiff has requested it. Or the second

847 sentence could be read independently to require the order whether or not the plaintiff has made a

848 request. There is some disarray in the cases that address this ambiguity. Drafting a repair is easy.

849 The question is which way the ambiguity should be fixed. The rule could say clearly that an i.f.p.

850 plaintiff or seaman must move for a court order. It could say clearly that the court must enter the

851 order automatically in every i.f.p. or seaman case. Or a more direct rule could say that the

852 marshal must make service without a court order, changing the present practice that provides for

853 marshal service only if the court so orders. As noted below, the marshals would not be likely to

854 welcome that approach.

855 Rule 4(c)(3) has its roots in 28 U.S.C. § 1915(d), which provides that when a plaintiff is

856 authorized to proceed in forma pauperis, “[t]he officers of the court shall issue and serve all

857 process, and perform all duties in such cases.” The statute does not limit the category of officers

858 to marshals. Apparently some clerks’ offices actively facilitate service in i.f.p. cases. Facilitating

859 service by issuing process is consistent with the statute’s direction that the officers of the court

860 shall issue process — that is a clerk job, not the marshal’s. The clerk’s actually making service,

861 for example if state law allows service by mail, is consistent with the statute for the same reason.

862 Section 1915(d) is also consistent with a rule directing service by a marshal without requiring a

863 court order — “[t]he officers of the court shall * * * serve all process * * *.”

864 The ambiguity in Rule 4(c)(3) may be an artifact of the 2007 Style Rules. The immediate

865 predecessor, former Rule 4(c)(2), read:

866 (2) Service may be effected by any person who is not a party and who is at least 18

867 years of age. At the request of the plaintiff, however, the court may direct that

868 service be effected by a United States marshal, deputy United States marshal, or

869 other person or officer specially appointed by the court for that purpose. Such an

870 appointment must be made when the plaintiff is authorized to proceed in forma

871 pauperis [etc.] * * *. 

872 Saying that “such an appointment must be made” is more direct than “must so order.” It

873 does not seem to tie to a “request of the plaintiff.” Still, “such an appointment” might refer to an

874 appointment made on a request of the plaintiff, never mind that “appointed” is used in the

875 preceding sentence only to refer to an “other person or officer,” not a marshal.

876 Reading former Rule 4(c)(2) to mean that the court must order service by a marshal in  all

877 i.f.p. and seaman cases without waiting for a request by the plaintiff does not fully resolve the

878 question. Reason still might be found to require a request by the plaintiff. The most likely
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879 concern might be that the plaintiff prefers to make service, perhaps because the plaintiff expects

880 to do it sooner than the marshal might. A secondary reason might be that the Marshals Service

881 would prefer to be called on to make service only when that is necessary. The alternative

882 approaches remain open.

883 Practical considerations should guide the choice to be made, subject to the statutory

884 direction that the officers of the court shall serve all process. Providing for service by someone

885 appointed by the marshal — or, more conservatively, by the court — could reduce the burden

886 imposed on the marshals.

887 It would be possible to venture further, considering a first-ever authorization for service

888 of the summons and complaint by electronic means. The concerns that have thwarted electronic

889 service as a general matter might be reduced if the marshal, or possibly the court clerk, were

890 making the determination that e-service is likely to work for a particular defendant. But further

891 work would be required before seriously considering this alternative.

892 Other issues might be considered as well. Marshals do invoke Rule 4(d) procedures to

893 request waiver of service on occasion; there seems little point in amending the rule to require

894 resort to waiver at the plaintiff’s request. Uncertainties can be found in tracing through the Rule

895 4(b) and (c) obligations that remain on the plaintiff to engage with the court and marshal when

896 the marshal is to make service. No practical reason to address those uncertainties has been found.

897 There might be some concern that a plaintiff may suffer if the marshal fails to make service

898 within the time set by Rule 4(m), but it seems unlikely that a court would fail to grant relief. 

899 These questions remain on the agenda. Discussions with the Marshals Service will

900 continue. Other means of gathering practical information about current experience and possible

901 improvements will be sought.

902 D. Final Judgment Appeals after Rule 42(a) Consolidation

903 A joint subcommittee of the Appellate and Civil Rules Committees is exploring the

904 questions of appeal finality that arise when a district court consolidates two or more originally

905 independent actions and eventually enters a judgment that disposes of all claims among all

906 parties to what began life as a separate action. In Hall v. Hall, 138 S.Ct. 1118 (2018), the Court

907 ruled that consolidation does not merge the originally separate actions for purposes of § 1291

908 final-judgment appeal. An appeal may, and apparently must, be taken or lost upon complete

909 disposition of an originally independent action. At the same time, the Court suggested that the

910 Rules Enabling Act provides the appropriate means to address any problems that might arise

911 from its decision.

912 The subcommittee has begun its work. The immediate focus is on empirical work that Dr.

913 Emery Lee is undertaking at the Federal Judicial Center. The work will seek to gather as much
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914 information as possible about actual Rule 42(a) consolidation practices, including distinctions

915 between consolidation “for all purposes” and less complete consolidations. The next step will be

916 to sort out orders that leave continuing proceedings open in other cases caught up in the

917 consolidation while completely disposing of all parts of at least one originally independent

918 action. The Hall v. Hall questions will come next: How often are appeals taken at the time

919 designated? How often are appeals delayed until after complete disposition of all parts of the

920 consolidated proceedings? If appeals are delayed, how often is the delay penalized by dismissal,

921 and how often is it rewarded by casual or benign oversight?

922 The FJC study will initially consider actions filed in 2015, 2016, and 2017 that have

923 reached final disposition. That period will enable comparison of appeals under the four different

924 approaches taken in the circuit courts of appeals before Hall v. Hall adopted one of those

925 approaches, although many of the cases will have reached final disposition after the Court’s

926 ruling. It may well prove important to expand the period to include actions filed in 2018, 2019,

927 and 2020, although it will take some time to accumulate final dispositions in those actions.

928 The possibility remains that sophisticated docket studies will not yield a satisfactory

929 foundation for considering possible rules amendments to establish a new framework for appeals

930 after consolidation. The subcommittee, however, will await further development of the research

931 before deciding whether to take up the inquiry.

932 E. E-filing Deadlines: Rule 6(a)(4)

933 The Time Computation Project adopted an all-rules definition of the “last day” for filing.

934 Civil Rule 6(a)(4) is an example:

935 (4) “Last Day” Defined. Unless a different time is set by a statute, local rule, or court

936 order, the last day ends:

937 (A) for electronic filing, at midnight in the court’s time zone; * * *

938 Judge Chagares, inspired in part by experience with a local rule in the District of

939 Delaware and the rule in Delaware state courts, has suggested that the last day might be redefined

940 to end “when the clerk’s office is scheduled to close.” The proposal is being studied by a

941 subcommittee constituted of representatives from the Appellate, Bankruptcy, Civil, and Criminal

942 Rules Committees.

943 The proposal contemplates several advantages from moving the deadline back. Work-life

944 balance for attorneys and their staffs is important. Judges too may benefit by being relieved of

945 opportunities — which may tend to be felt as duties — to watch for late filings. Some litigants

946 and firms may be better able than others to seize the opportunity for late filing, and may file late

947 simply as a tactical maneuver.
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948 The midnight deadline may have advantages that counter the potential disadvantages.

949 Some filings may benefit from just a few more hours of revision and polishing. A fixed time is

950 clear, and may be substantially uniform unless many courts change it by local rules. And lawyers

951 operating across time zones may encounter de facto mid-day deadlines when bound by clerk’s

952 office closing times.

953 The subcommittee is engaged in seeking information about local rules; actual filing time

954 patterns; whether filings after the clerk’s office closes are associated with particular types of

955 litigation or law firms; what is the experience with pro se litigants in courts that permit them to

956 file electronically; the hours clerks’ offices are open; the use of drop boxes; and still other

957 questions. The Federal Judicial Center has begun a comprehensive study of local rules and filing

958 data: “This is a big data project, and every datum tells a story.” The FJC also will survey

959 attorneys.

960 F. Rule 12(a): Filing Times and Statutes

961 Rule 12 sets the time to serve a responsive pleading. Rule 12(a)(1) sets the presumptive

962 time at 21 days. Paragraph (2) sets the time at 60 days for “The United States, a United States

963 agency, or a United States officer or employee sued only in an official capacity.” Paragraph (3)

964 sets the time at 60 days for “A United States officer or employee sued in an individual capacity

965 for an act or omission occurring in connection with duties performed on the United States’

966 behalf.” 

967 Rule 12(a)(1) begins with this qualification: “Unless another time is specified by this rule

968 or a federal statute, the time for serving a responsive pleading is as follows * * *.” It is possible

969 to read this qualification as applying not only to the times set by paragraph (1), but also to the

970 times set by paragraphs (2) and (3). Many readers, however, will find it more natural to read the

971 exception for a statutory time to apply only within paragraph (1). The exception for another time

972 specified by this rule appeared for the first time in the Style Project, and seems to make explicit

973 what had been only implicit — that the 60-day periods in (2) and (3) supersede the 21-day period

974 in (1). If federal statutes set times different than 60 days for cases covered by (2) and (3), it seems

975 desirable to make the rule clear.

976 Suggestion 19-CV-O points to the 30-day response time set by the Freedom of

977 Information Act. The proponent recounts experience with a clerk’s office that initially refused to

978 issue a summons substituting the 30-day period for the Rule 12(a)(2) 60-day period. Further

979 discussion persuaded the clerk to incorporate the 30-day period, but the incident demonstrates the

980 opportunity for confusion.

981 The Department of Justice complies with the 30-day time set by the Freedom of

982 Information Act, but asks for an extension in cases that combine FOIA claims with other claims

983 that are governed by the 60-day period in Rule 12(a)(2).
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984 The Freedom of Information Act is, of itself, reason to amend Rule 12(a)(2) to bring it

985 into parallel with (a)(1) by adding: “Unless another time is specified by a federal statute, * * *.”

986 This amendment likely will be proposed.

987 The committee has not yet found any statute that sets another time for actions against a

988 United States officer or employee sued in an individual capacity. If such a statute is found, an

989 amendment of Rule 12(a)(3) will be proposed to make it parallel to (1) and (2). If no statute is

990 found, the amendment might make sense as a precaution to protect against later discovery of a

991 current statute or future enactment of a statute. Yet the amendment might be not only

992 unnecessary but a source of confusion for litigants who go about searching for possible statutory

993 exceptions. This question remains under consideration.

994 II. Matters Removed from the Agenda

995 The committee determined to remove several “mailbox” suggestions from its agenda.

996 Brief descriptions follow:

997 A. Rules 4 and 5

998 This proposal (19-CV-N) was submitted by a pro se litigant whose suggestions seem to

999 be that Rule 4(c)(3) should be amended to give a cross-reference to statutes governing service by

1000 a marshal; Rule 4(a)(1)(E) should be amended to refer to such local practices as one deferring the

1001 Rule 12(a) time to respond until after an Initial Phone Status Conference; and Rule 5(b) should

1002 be amended to direct that the clerk provide a party who makes a paper filing with a copy of the

1003 filing that shows the number designating it when the clerk enters it in the electronic record.

1004 Discussion centered on the frequency of pro se appearances, the association of pro se

1005 filings with in forma pauperis status, and the difficulties encountered by pro se parties. The

1006 committee concluded that these suggestions do not warrant rules amendments.

1007 B. In Forma Pauperis Standards

1008 This proposal (19-CV-Q) by Sai, a pro se litigant who has provided thoughtful

1009 suggestions in the past, begins with the observation that standards to qualify for in forma

1010 pauperis status vary widely from one district to another. Uniform standards are urged, primarily

1011 by way of adopting the standards used by the Legal Services Corporation, supplemented by

1012 automatic qualification for recipients of SSI, SNAP, TNAF, or Medicaid benefits. Sai also urges

1013 provisions describing the duty to update changing information. Sai further finds many

1014 ambiguities in the Administrative Office forms that courts may use to gather information bearing

1015 on i.f.p. status, and then argues that some of the requested information is irrelevant, invades the

1016 privacy of persons other than the litigant, and at times violates constitutional norms.
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1017 Committee discussion reflected sympathy for uniform standards, but doubts whether the

1018 wide range of information that may be relevant in making decisions unguided by the i.f.p. statute

1019 can be captured in a workable formula. Delegation of this responsibility to standards created by

1020 others for different purposes is not attractive. But the questions Sai raises about the

1021 Administrative Office forms were commended to the AO for further consideration.

1022 C. Calculating Filing Deadlines

1023 In this proposal (19-CV-R), Sai points to the difficulties frequently encountered by pro se

1024 litigants in attempting to calculate filing deadlines, and further observes that lawyers often face

1025 uncertainty and expend much effort and even anguish in attempts to identify clear deadlines. His

1026 proposed solution rests on the assumption that “[t]he court knows what the times are, [and] has

1027 the authority to define them conclusively.”

1028 Building on this premise, Sai proposes an elaborate rule that would require courts to give

1029 all parties immediate notice of a calculated time certain for every applicable date or time

1030 specified by court rules or order. The notice should include whether and how the time may be

1031 modified, and “whether the event is optional or specified.” The obligation is cumulative — the

1032 most recent order must include the full calendar, “listing all available, pending, or issued events,

1033 and their respective deadlines.” And “[a]ll filers shall be entitled to rely on the court’s computed

1034 times.”

1035 One adjustment would be necessary to fit the provision on party reliance into the rule that

1036 some time provisions established by statute are mandatory and jurisdictional.

1037 The committee was sympathetic to the challenges that may be encountered in calculating

1038 filing deadlines. But deadlines are necessary to achieve the goals of Rule 1. All of the deadlines

1039 in all the sets of rules were considered and many were revised during the Time Computation

1040 Project ten years ago. No particular deadline is addressed by this proposal.

1041 The premise that courts know all deadlines, and routinely calculate them with unerring

1042 accuracy, may be open to some doubt. Great burdens would be imposed by an obligation to

1043 continually inform all parties of all deadlines after each event that triggers a new deadline or

1044 affects a current deadline.

1045 An alternative might be found in relaxing the requirement in Rule 6(b) that requires good

1046 cause for extending a time to act. Special sympathy may be felt for pro se parties. But committee

1047 discussion showed agreement that courts take pro se status into account in administering the

1048 good-cause test.
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1049 D. Expert Witness Fees in Discovery: Rule 26(b)(4)(E)

1050 Suggestion 19-CV-T, submitted by retired Judge Mark Bennett, transmits an article by

1051 Professor Danielle Shelton, Discovery of Expert Witnesses: Amending Rule 26(b)(4)(E) to Limit

1052 Expert Fee Shifting and Reduce Litigation Abuses, 49 Seton Hall L. Rev. 475 (2019).

1053 Rule 26(b)(4)(E)(i) provides:

1054 (E) Payment. Unless manifest injustice would result, the court must require that the

1055 party seeking discovery:

1056 (i) pay the expert a reasonable fee for the time spent in responding to discovery

1057 under Rule 26(b)(4)(A) * * *.

1058 Professor Shelton identifies a number of detailed issues that have provoked apparently

1059 inconsistent approaches. Complex questions arise from time spent in preparing for a deposition:

1060 can the time be separated from time spent preparing a report or preparing for trial? Should offsets

1061 be recognized if preparation for a deposition reduces the time needed to prepare for trial? What

1062 standards should be used in determining the reasonableness of preparation time? Can the expert

1063 charge a higher rate for time spent in the actual deposition? Should the expert be allowed to

1064 charge a daily fee, even if the deposition is brief or cancelled? Among the more pedestrian issues

1065 are those related to travel to the site of a deposition and expenses for accommodations and food.

1066 Professor Shelton’s proposed resolution of these questions is demonstrated by part of the

1067 text of her proposed rule:

1068 (i) “Time spent responding to discovery” includes only: (1) the actual time the expert

1069 spends in a deposition, including any breaks during the day, and does not include

1070 time or fees spent preparing for a deposition, traveling to or from a deposition,

1071 reviewing a deposition transcript, or time otherwise relating to being deposed.

1072 Many other issues are addressed in her proposal, including the time for submitting and paying

1073 claims for reimbursement, and interest after the due date.

1074 Establishing flat rules of the sort proposed may be questioned on the ground that different

1075 answers are appropriate in different circumstances. Finding a good mix of discretion with

1076 specific rules would be a difficult task.

1077 Discussion of the difficulty of preparing a good rule found all of the practicing lawyers

1078 agreeing that these questions are always worked out, not litigated. The judges agreed.

1079 The committee removed this proposal from the agenda.
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1080 E. Rule 26: ESI Production and Cost-Shifting

1081 This proposal (19-CV-V) includes two topics aimed at elaborating the 2015 proportional

1082 discovery amendments.

1083 The first would add this provision to Rule 26:

1084 The court may require a party to disclose details of its application of these Rules to

1085 its production of electronically stored information relevant to the case.

1086 The purpose is to permit discovery of the choices a responding party made in determining

1087 that its responses to discovery of electronically stored information were proportional to the needs

1088 of the case. It connects to a topic discussed in the committee note to the 2015 amendments. The

1089 committee note observed that it is not meaningful to assign to either party a burden to show

1090 whether a request or response is proportional to the needs of the case as measured by the criteria

1091 in the rule. The requesting party is in the better position to explain why information is relevant,

1092 while the responding party is in the better position to explain the burdens of complying.

1093 Committee discussion suggested that it is too early to attempt to refine the 2015

1094 proportionality amendment. Four or five more years of experience will show whether refinements

1095 are desirable. This proposal was removed from the agenda.

1096 The second proposal is to add this provision:

1097 In order to ensure proportionality, the Court may order the cost of discovery be

1098 shifted from one party to another party.

1099 Discussion centered on the 2015 amendment that added to Rule 26(c)(1)(B) explicit

1100 recognition that a protective order may specify terms for the allocation of expenses for disclosure

1101 or discovery. The committee note observed that this authority had already been recognized, but

1102 urged that cost-shifting should not become a common practice. Again, recent attention to these

1103 issues persuaded the committee that the time has not come for renewed consideration.

1104 F. Rule 68: Clear Offers

1105 Retired Judge Mark Bennett submitted this proposal (19-CV-S) by transmitting another

1106 article by his colleague, Professor Danielle M. Shelton: Rewriting Rule 68: Realizing the Benefits

1107 of the Federal Settlement Rule by Injecting Certainty into Offers of Judgment, 91 Minn. L. Rev.

1108 864-937 (2007).

1109 The article, now thirteen years old, explores the dangers that unclear terms raise for both

1110 a party receiving a Rule 68 offer of judgment and the party making the offer. The party receiving
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1111 the offer may, after accepting, be surprised to discover that a stated sum is interpreted to include

1112 costs and recoverable fees as well as damages. Or a party rejecting the offer may be surprised to

1113 discover that a judgment that seemed to better the offer fell short because the offer did not

1114 include costs and recoverable fees. The party making the offer may encounter similar problems.

1115 The suggested solution is to permit only two forms of offer. One, a “damage only” offer, leaves

1116 any matters of costs or fees for determination by the court and excludes them from any

1117 comparison of offer and judgment. The other is a “lump sum” offer that must be made in the

1118 exact language provided by an amended Rule 68.

1119 Clear offers are desirable. It may be possible to encourage greater clarity by revising Rule

1120 68, perhaps on the terms proposed by Professor Shelton.

1121 The committee chose, however, to remove this proposal from the agenda. Rule 68

1122 proposals have a long history, going back to a proposal published in 1982 that was followed by a

1123 much-revised proposal published in 1983, only to have the 1983 proposal fail without further

1124 action. Another serious study was undertaken in 1994, this time to conclude without publishing

1125 the elaborate draft that had been developed to address a wide variety of perceived difficulties

1126 with Rule 68 as it stands. Since then, Rule 68 has been the subject of many “mail box” proposals.

1127 The most common feature of these proposals is to make Rule 68 more effective by increasing the

1128 consequences of failing to win a judgment better than a rejected offer. But many other questions

1129 are raised, often beginning with the argument that fairness requires that a party making a claim

1130 should be entitled to make an offer. Since a Rule 68 costs sanction would be redundant if the

1131 defendant suffered a judgment greater than a rejected offer, shifting attorney fees is commonly

1132 proposed as the sanction. Another common suggestion is that it can be reasonable to reject an

1133 offer that in fact proved better than the judgment, so that some margin of difference should be

1134 required to support sanctions.

1135 Still more fundamental questions can be raised. One asks why Rule 68 needs to be

1136 revised if the goal is to increase the frequency of settlements. Few cases make it all the way to

1137 trial. The response is that an enhanced Rule 68 might encourage earlier settlements in cases that

1138 now settle later, often after costly discovery. And the reply is that settlements reached after

1139 discovery are more likely to be fair.

1140 Still other questions go to Supreme Court decisions that rely on the “plain meaning” of

1141 Rule 68. One is that the Rule 68 denial of post-rejected-offer costs cuts off the right to statutory

1142 attorney fees if the statute characterizes fees as “costs,” but not otherwise. The other is that a

1143 defendant who makes an offer for a substantial amount and then wins a take-nothing judgment is

1144 not entitled to sanctions because the offeree has not “obtain[ed]” a judgment.

1145

1146 The committee concluded that although there might be something to be gained by a

1147 project that focuses narrowly on encouraging clearer Rule 68 offers, undertaking even that

1148 project could not avoid reexamining Rule 68 as a whole. Some participants might seize the
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1149 occasion to argue for outright abrogation.

1150 G. “Snap Removal”: Rule 4(d)

1151 This proposal (19-CV-W) advances a novel Civil Rule approach to problems perceived in

1152 judicial interpretations of the provision that limits removal of state-court diversity actions, 28

1153 U.S.C. § 1441(b)(2).

1154 Section 1441(b)(2) allows removal of an action that rests only on diversity jurisdiction,

1155 but not “if any of the parties in interest properly joined and served as defendants is a citizen of

1156 the State in which such action is brought.” It is common to explain the “and served” element by

1157 observing that a plaintiff might be tempted to defeat removal by naming a local defendant

1158 without any intention of actually proceeding against that defendant. Joined, not served, and then

1159 ignored.

1160 The practice addressed by the proposal, referred to as “snap removal,” arises when

1161 defendants remove before any local defendant has been served. This practice is facilitated by

1162 rules in some states that force a delay between filing the action and making service — a non-

1163 local defendant who learns of the action can remove before anyone is served. And, it is said,

1164 entities that are frequently sued have begun to monitor state court dockets to facilitate removal

1165 before the removing defendant or anyone else has been served. At least two circuit courts of

1166 appeals have concluded that such removal is authorized by the plain language of the statute, and

1167 that the result is not so untoward as to justify departure from the plain language.

1168 The proposed remedy would add a complex new paragraph to the waiver-of-service

1169 provisions of Rule 4(d). The proposal relies on fictitious “deemed” elements to allow a plaintiff

1170 to force remand after a “snap” removal by serving a local defendant within 30 days of removal.

1171 Or at least that seems to be the intended reading; the proposed language is not easy to track.

1172 The committee concluded that the proposal is essentially aimed at amending

1173 § 1441(b)(2). That is not suitable work for the Civil Rules. The committee was informed that the

1174 Federal-State Jurisdiction Committee has this proposal on its agenda. It will be removed from the

1175 Civil Rules agenda.
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